Goals

At first it can be hard to even remember your hopes and goals
because things may seem hopeless. Give it a go and keep trying,
though. Having some goals, and being able to imagine them,
can help you to make progress and move towards those goals,
even if it feels completely impossible to begin with. You might
want to get some help with this by talking to your family and
friends. They may have some ideas for you that you agree with.
We have also included a list of ideas for possible goals at the
end of this section to help you.

My goals
So firstly, what would you like to be different? (This can be a
depression symptom you would like to get rid of or it could be
something else that you would like to be different in your life,
or it could be something you have stopped doing because of the
depression that you would like to start again.)

You might say things like ‘to feel happier’, ‘to feel less lonely’,
‘to be less angry’, ‘to be me again’, ‘to not cry all the time’, ‘to
feel less stressed’, ‘to have more fun’, ‘to be less tired’, ‘to get
along with my parents more’, ‘to see my friends more’.
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This is a very good start.
So let’s say that this change happened. What would this be like?

And what would you be doing that perhaps you are not doing
at the moment?

Who would be there?

How would you be feeling?
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Would you be seeing anyone more often?

What else would be happening in your everyday life?

Who would notice this change?

What would they notice that was different about you?

Now let’s think a bit more long term.
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Two years from now. How old will you be in two years?
Imagine for a moment that you have been able to travel forward in time to this point.
How would you like to see yourself in this future? What would
you like to be doing? Where is this? Who would be there? What
would be happening around you? How would you feel? What
else would be going on?

What about five years from now? Right, transport yourself
there now. How old are you in five years’ time?
What would you like to see? What does an older, more positive
you look like? What are you wearing? What are you doing?
Where is this? Who is there? What is happening around
you? How do you feel? What else is going on?
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